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Celebrate nature's beauty with this adult coloring book filled with sophisticated forest animal

designs. Each of the 31 full-page illustrations is printed with a black background,Â creating dramatic

effects forÂ images ofÂ a howling wolf, menacing mountain lion,Â bushy-tailed squirrel, and other

woodland creatures. Pages are perforated and printed on one side only for easy removal and

display. Specially designed for experienced colorists, Midnight Forest and other Creative HavenÂ®

adult coloring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration and artistic fulfillment. Each title is also

an effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce stress.
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This is my second book by Lindsey Boylan where the backgrounds are pre-filled in with flat mat

black and the design stretches over the entire page from side to side. I really love the way that my

coloring â€œpopsâ€• off the page with this style. I have found that my pastel and neon colors really

show up in a whole new way.There are 31 designs in the coloring book and they are all quite

imaginative. The artist has filled in the animals with lovely flowers and motifs to making coloring

them even more fun. I am a huge fan of animal scenes and having them with the black background



makes this a new and unique book in my coloring collection. There are many animals in the book,

including a gorgeous howling wolf, a rabbit, some mice, and even an owl. The animals are set in an

imaginative forest with lots of great plants and flowers to color.Creative Haven books are always a

good quality paper and my pencils and gel pens generally work well with them. My markers almost

always bleed through. Not too worry, though, as they only print designs on one side of the page.

The backside is left blank. If you don't remove the page from the book to color, you should put a

piece of freezer paper, cardstock, chipboard, or even a couple of sheets of good weight paper

behind the page as you work so it won't bleed through to the following page. If you do remove the

pages, the publishers have provided nicely perforated pages for easy removal.

I am a new, soon-to-be 70 coloring addict. Most of the animals in Midnight Forest have a special

look to their faces--sweet, stealthy, watchful, cuddly, and their surroundings are interesting. This is a

great book for those of us entering "A Room of One's Own" for the first time, trying out different

pencils, gel pens, markers, etc. The small spaces are not too small and the larger areas are not too

big. Thus, you can learn what you want from other coloring books (I already have eight--many from

Creative Haven--because I like diversity.) One day I'm in a dark, beautiful jungle and the next diving

in the ocean. If you have not tried these black background books, you are missing a fun experience.

Don't forget to give it sparkle over the colored pencil work. After all, there's a full moon to catch the

colors.

First of all, I just love Creative Haven Adult Coloring Books. I bought this one and was so excited for

it to arrive!!! My granddaughter came home from school and saw it and fell in love with it - she is

almost 10 years old and loves to color with me!!! She was so enchanted with this book that I gave it

to her so I haven't used it yet but she has done a couple of pages and it is her favorite book! I did

order another one which I should get this week! As for the quality, pictures, etc.... as with all

Creative Haven books - they are just awesome!!!!!!

Thick one-sided pages with perforations for tearing out the pages. I have just started on a page that

will look great once completed. I like to use gel pens and colored pencils to color with. The pages in

this book look like they will hold up to that.

Great pictures, good paper. Easy to remove pages to work on. Black background is great! Makes

colors really pop.



If you have seen any of my reviews you will know that I am not a complainer but this book really

disappoints me.The illustrations are beautiful and I love them but the paper they are printed on is .

.is .. well, crap!It is thin, has no tooth ( doesn't take color well) and is almost glossy.The waxy based

pencils do not lay down color well and the markers bleed thru very badly. It is nearly impossible to

shade or blend colors and the color that does stick to the page looses its vibrant quality.I can't

describe exactly what it is akin to except like coloring on cheap foil wrapping paper, or perhaps

eraser board.When I had finished a page it actually "crackled " as I turned it over.I want my money

back.

I bought this coloring book awhile ago and have been enjoying it ever since. The black back ground

is unique in the way that it really brings the colors in the foreground. I like the art and the pictures

are one-sided which makes it perfect to use any kind of coloring medium. All in all I would

recommend it.

This colour book has unique and beautiful designs that are all set on a solid black background. They

don't look like much when they are still white, but after you colour them in there is a dramatic

difference and they look amazing. The black background really makes the colours pop and are very

eye catching. The paper quality is good and the animals actually look like what they are supposed

to be instead of being silly imitations. I think this would be a great gift for the person who loves to

colour in your life.
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